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With the changing of social development, irrevocably, information has become a
standard in today's world, and perform the different industry and different area of
contemporary society. Under the background of the present era, the public security
work still faces enormous challenges and adjustment. In the past, because of various
reasons, such as traffic, communication, economy, and document information
management work of the ministry of public security work relatively small, the number
of files and documents related to there is less information. The rapid development of
modern society, cases become more and more complicated, lead to the public security
management work not in accordance with the original model, using paper document
to related document management. To establish a web-based document management
system, can make the different front public security coordination each other common
use, the looming become one of the urgent demand of the public security of all kinds
of different front.
In all parts of the country's public security system promote the information
widely, a variety of independent public security document management system in the
process of promoting the national public security system, launched. Relying on the
public security information network, the system designed by the public security
document management system can support various launching various public security
work. The work of the normal processing system on the basis of the public security
daily business processes, completed the police actions of network and computer,
forming basis for network, between different departments in different launching, rapid
transfer documents of public security information system. System using SSH
technology, choose the B/S as structure , to meet the needs of the daily work of the
current public security system, according to the actual situation, to complete the
documents of public security management system is used to analyze the whole
architecture, database, functional module, the design of the data transmission platform,
completed the associated with the system of network field office system development















office information management, department, office information management, public
security department of resource management, document case management, public
information management, information system management six function modules. The
above several functions to build a public security document management system, the
close to the public security personnel work normally associated with the actual needs,
enhance the different departments directly team cooperation.
Improve the efficiency of public security work and document information
management, meet the requirements of the current public security work, to speed up
the development of the public security work, there has been the subject of
understanding, selecting and corresponding research for system. According to the
actual situation of public security document management system requirements
analysis and design will be the key.
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